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We investigate the nuclear effects on the transverse and longitudinal responses in the deep inelastic region
due to the nuclear binding and nucleon Fermi motion. We display the role of the transverse-longitudinal
admixture due to the transverse nucleon momentum. The mixing effect is appreciable at small Q2 values, and
gradually disappears at large Q2 values. The nuclear modification is then dominated by the binding and
Fermi-motion effects which are contained in the spectral function.
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the discovery of European Muon Collaboration ~EMC! effect
@1#. Now, as far as the structure functions F2
A are concerned,
they are relatively well investigated from small to large x.
The F2 structure function contains both longitudinal and
transverse components, so that it is interesting to investigate
nuclear effects on the separated components.
Experimentally, the nuclear modification of the
transverse-longitudinal ratio was first studied by the
HERMES Collaboration @2#. The large effect initially sug-
gested was not confirmed by the neutrino data @3# and the
HERMES reanalysis @4#. Barone et al. @5# have studied theo-
retically the longitudinal and transverse shadowing. In addi-
tion, the role of the isoscalar meson was investigated by
Miller et al. @6#.
It is the purpose of this Rapid Communication to discuss,
in particular, the influence of the Fermi motion on the two
responses and on their ratio. At moderate x values, we show
that the modification arises from the admixture of the trans-
verse and longitudinal structure functions. This effect was
introduced by Chanfray et al. @7# in the low energy quasi-
elastic regime. The mixing arises from the fact that the pho-
ton and nucleon momenta in the laboratory frame are not
aligned. We extend here the mixing notion to the deep in-
elastic regime. There is also an analogous case in spin phys-
ics that g1 and g2 from meson clouds mix @8#. In this paper,
we show the admixture of transverse and longitudinal struc-
ture functions F1 and FL . This mechanism produces nuclear
modifications of the transverse-longitudinal ratio R at me-
dium and large x.
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scattered electron energy and solid angle, and pe , pe8 , pA ,
and q are initial electron, final electron, nucleus, and virtual
photon momenta, respectively, in the nuclear rest frame. In
the following discussions, the convention 2g005g115g22








The unpolarized hadron tensor is expressed in terms of
two structure functions W1 and W2 by parity conservation,
time-reversal invariance, symmetry under the exchange of
the Lorentz indices m and n , and current conservation. The



















where p˜m5pm2(pq)qm /q2. Projection operators of W1A
and W2










2 S gmn2 3 p˜Am p˜Anp˜A2 D , ~4!
so as to satisfy Pˆ 1
mnWmn
A 5W1





We describe the nuclear tensor Wmn
A by a convolution
model with a spectral function for nucleons in a target
nucleus:
Wmn
A ~pA ,q !5E d4pNS~pN!WmnN ~pN ,q !, ~5!
where pN is the nucleon momentum and S(pN) is the spec-
tral function which indicates the nucleon momentum distri-©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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A and
W2
A are projected out by operating Pˆ 1mn and Pˆ 2mn on both
sides of Eq. ~5!:
W1,2
A ~pA ,q !5E d4pNS~pN!Pˆ 1,2mnWmnN ~pN ,q !. ~6!
Because transverse and longitudinal structure functions
are discussed, we specify them in terms of the structure func-
tions W1 and W2. Photon polarization vectors are given by
«657(0,1,6i ,0)/A2 and «05(An21Q2,0,0,n)/AQ2,
where the photon momentum direction is taken along the z
axis (qW /uqW u5 zˆ), n is the energy transfer n5Ee2Ee8 , and Q2
is defined by Q252q2. The structure function for the pho-





. Then, the trans-























where nA[n , and the photon momentum in the nucleon rest
frame is denoted (nN ,qW N) with nN2 5(pNq)2/pN2 .
Instead of the structure functions W1 and W2 , F1 and F2
are usually used in the analysis. They are defined for a

































Here, the Bjorken scaling variable x and the momentum frac-








The transverse structure functions are F1
A and F1
N for a













,Q2!. ~13!02220The ratio RA of the longitudinal cross section to the trans-







The notations of these structure functions are slightly dif-
ferent from those of the HERMES Collaboration ~denoted
as H! @2#: 2xAF1
A(xA,Q2)/A52xF1(x ,Q2)H, F2A(xA,Q2)/A
5F2(x ,Q2)H , FLA(xA ,Q2)/A5FL(x ,Q2)H , and RA(xA ,
Q2)5R(x ,Q2)H . Our structure functions per nucleon are
identical to those of the HERMES Collaboration, and the
ratio RA is the same.
Calculating Eq. ~6! and using the relations in Eq. ~10!, we
obtain expressions for F1
A and F2
A
. Writing these expressions
in terms of the transverse and longitudinal structure func-
tions, we have
2xAF1
A~xA ,Q2!5E d4pNS~pN!z M NApN2






N~xN ,Q2!G , ~15!
FL
A~xA ,Q2!5E d4pNS~pN!z M NApN2






N~xN ,Q2!G . ~16!
In these expressions, pW N’ is the nucleon momentum compo-
nent perpendicular to the photon one qW , and it is defined by
pW N’5pW N2pW Ni with pW Ni5(pW NqW )qW /uquW 2. The momentum
square p˜N
2 is given by p˜N
2 5pN
2 1Q2/(4xN2 ).
Equation ~15! shows that the longitudinal nucleonic struc-
ture function enters into the transverse nuclear one and con-
versely for the longitudinal nuclear one in Eq. ~16!. The two
mixing coefficients are governed, as expected, by the trans-
verse nucleon momentum, and the admixture terms are pro-
portional to O(pW N’2 /Q2). The mixing is the first cause of
modification of the ratio RA . Moreover, the usual binding
and Fermi-motion effects, which are implicitly contained in
our convolution expressions, also introduce a nuclear effect.
The original HERMES effect was reported at small x.
Their reanalysis indicates that such a large nuclear modifica-
tion of RA does not exist anymore. Our studies are not di-
rectly related to the HERMES finding because the Fermi-
motion and binding effects become important at medium and
large x. Our predictions are important for suggesting future
experimental efforts for finding such a nuclear modification
of RA .1-2
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Eqs. ~15! and ~16!, we need the spectral function for the
nucleus. Because 14N is one of the nuclei investigated by the
HERMES Collaboration, we take this nucleus as an example.
At this stage, we restrict to the x region, x,1, where we
may not need a sophisticated model for the 14N structure.




0 2M A1AM A2i2 1pW N2 !, ~17!
where f i is the wave function for the ith nucleon, and M A2i
is given by M A2i5M A2M N2« i with its single particle en-
ergy « i .
The nuclear model should be good enough at least to re-
produce gross features of the nucleus, such as nuclear charge
radius and binding energy. As such a model, a density-
dependent Hartree-Fock model by Bonche, Koonin, and
Negele ~BKN! @9# is used in the following numerical analy-
sis. In the used BKN code, the Coulomb interaction is turned
off, so that the single particle energies and wave functions
are the same for the proton and neutron. Using calculated
wave functions and energies, we obtain the binding energy
and the root-mean-square radius as about 101.7 MeV and
2.54 fm. These results agree with the experimental values
about 104.66 MeV @10# and 2.45 fm @11#, so that the model
can be used for our studies of the nuclear structure functions.
Next, we briefly explain the actual integration for evalu-
ating the transverse and longitudinal structure functions in a
nucleus. Using the spectral function in Eq. ~17! and changing
the integration variable to z and pN’ , we have a typical
integral of the following form:












uf i~pN ,up!u2 f ~x/z ,Q2!,
~18!
where pN5ApN’2 1pNi2 and up5tan21(pN’ /pNi). In evalu-
ating the integral, the nucleon energy is taken as pN
0 5M N
1« i2pW N
2 /(2M A2i) by using a nonrelativistic approximation
for the recoil nucleus. The momentum fraction z is z
5(pN0 n2pNiAn21Q2)/(M Nn). Solving these equations, we
can express pN
0
, pNi , ]z/]pNi in terms of the integration
variables pN’ and z. In this way, the integrations are calcu-
lated numerically with the Hartree-Fock wave functions and
the following structure functions for a nucleon.
As the leading-order expression of parton distributions,
we take those from the MRST ~Martin, Roberts, Stirling, and
Thorne! parametrization in 1998 @12#. The structure function
F2 of the proton is calculated by F2
p5( ie i
2x(qi1 q¯ i). Isospin
symmetry is used for the parton distributions in calculating
F2 of the neutron. Since 14N is isoscalar and the wave func-
tions are identical for the proton and neutron in the used
model, we do not have to take into account the difference02220between the proton and the neutron structure functions. The
nucleon structure function is defined by the average of the
proton and neutron structure functions: F2
N5(F2p1F2n)/2.
Using this F2
N and the SLAC parametrization of 1990 @13#
for RN , we calculate the transverse and longitudinal struc-
ture functions by F1
N5(11Q2/n2)F2N/@2x(11RN)# and Eq.
~13!.
The transverse and longitudinal structure functions for the
nitrogen nucleus are numerically calculated by Eqs. ~15! and
~16!. Then, the longitudinal-transverse ratio RA(x ,Q2) is
evaluated. We should mention that the on-shell structure
functions are used for the bound nucleon, whereas off-shell
ones should be used in principle @14#.
The obtained R 14N(x ,Q2) is displayed in Fig. 1 ~solid
lines! at Q251, 10, and 100 GeV2, together with the
nucleon ratio RN ~dotted lines!. As explained earlier, the ad-
mixture corrections are proportional to O(pW N’2 /Q2), so that
they are large at small Q2 (51 GeV2) in Fig. 1. The cor-
rections increase the ratio R(x ,Q2), and they are conspicu-
ous in the medium and large x regions. They become small at
large Q2 (510, 100 GeV2); however, the overall magnitude
of R(x ,Q2) also becomes small. One should note that the
R1990 is used also outside the applicable range (Q2
,30 GeV2).
In Fig. 2, we show the nitrogen-nucleon ratio
R 14N(x ,Q2)/RN(x ,Q2) at Q251, 10, and 100 GeV2. The
solid curves are the ratios with the full nuclear modification.
The dashed ones are obtained by suppressing the pW N’
2 terms
in Eqs. ~15! and ~16!, i.e., in particular we have suppressed
the admixture effect. Without the admixture, the nuclear
modification remains small at Q251 GeV2. However, be-
cause of the nucleon transverse motion, the transverse-
longitudinal admixture gives rise to about 5% positive
modification at medium x (’0.5). This 5% effect is consis-





2 &/Q2’0.04. At larger Q2 ~510 and 100 GeV2),
the admixture effects become smaller. The factor pW N’
2 /Q2
becomes small; however, the ratio 2xNF1 /FL
N becomes large
FIG. 1. Transverse-longitudinal structure function ratios
R(x ,Q2) at Q251, 10, and 100 GeV2. The solid and dotted curves
indicate R14N and RN , respectively.1-3
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N514 and 53 for Q2510 and 100 GeV2, respec-
tively, at xN50.5. Therefore, the overall admixture correc-
tion is of the order of 3 and 1% for Q2510 and 100 GeV2,
respectively. The dashed curves in Fig. 2 indicate that the
FIG. 2. The solid curves show the transverse-longitudinal ratios
RA(x ,Q2) for 14N divided by the corresponding ratio RN(x ,Q2) for
the nucleon at Q251, 10, and 100 GeV2. The dashed curves are
obtained without the longitudinal-transverse admixture.02220correction from the spectral function also contributes to the
modification.
Using a convolution description of nuclear structure func-
tions, we have derived the nuclear modification of the
longitudinal-transverse structure function ratio R(x ,Q2) at
medium and large x. We have found that the conventional
convolution description of the nuclear structure functions
leads to the nuclear modification of the transverse-
longitudinal structure function ratio R(x ,Q2). The physical
origin of the modification has been clarified in this Rapid
Communication. The most important point is the transverse-
longitudinal admixture of the nuclear structure functions due
to the nucleon momentum transverse to the virtual photon
momentum. The mixing effects we found are moderate at
small Q2 and disappear at large Q2. The nuclear effects are
then dominated by the binding and Fermi-motion effects
contained implicitly in the convolution expression.
In this work, we have used the simplest convolution
model. In particular, we have not included the effects of
short-range nucleon correlation and off-shell structure func-
tions, and they are expected to be important at large x. A
better description of the nuclear dynamics is necessary to
extend this work to the large x domain.@1# For a summary, see D. F. Geesaman, K. Saito, and A. W.
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